YOUR COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION DISPLAY SOURCES
Frost Tech Refrigeration Ltd offers highest quality of refrigerated equipment and display cases for the food industry in North American market from new designs, high energy efficiency, and eco friendly. We at Frost Tech understand the importance in the value of quality products and customer service and we are happy to offer you both. The combination of using the latest technologies and focusing on high quality products will provide our customers with full satisfaction.

WHO WE ARE
Frost Tech Refrigeration came from a solid background of refrigeration services for all type of commercial refrigeration equipment. We designed our refrigeration units according to our many years of experience, by understanding all clients demands. Our foundation as a service has driven us to achieve 100% customer satisfaction.

Frost Tech Refrigeration set out together to develop a business committed to the basic philosophy and desire to provide a quality product with exceptional attention to the needs of the customer.
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We are proud to let you know that we specialize in refrigerated products for bakeries, deli stores, supermarkets, gas stations, convenience stores, butcher shops, coffee shops, donut shops, restaurants and more.

WHAT CAN WE OFFER YOU...
Frost Tech Refrigeration Ltd offers highest quality of refrigerated equipment and display cases for the food industry in North American market from new designs, high energy efficiency, and eco friendly. We at Frost Tech understand the importance in the value of quality products and customer service and we are happy to offer you both. The combination of using the latest technologies and focusing on high quality products will provide our customers with full satisfaction.

WHO WE ARE
Frost Tech Refrigeration came from a solid background of refrigeration services for all type of commercial refrigeration equipment. We designed our refrigeration units according to our many years of experience, by understanding all clients demands. Our foundation as a service has driven us to achieve 100% customer satisfaction.

Frost Tech Refrigeration set out together to develop a business committed to the basic philosophy and desire to provide a quality product with exceptional attention to the needs of the customer.
BL-WBD

BREAD / PASTRY DISPLAY

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of MDF
- LED Lighting
- 4 rows of powder-coated steel shelves: golden, silver or black
- Adjustable, highlighted shelves
- Yellow lighting
- Light plafond
- Cupboard with sliding doors
DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- 3 versions: Refrigerated (CM-R), Hot (CM-H), Dry (CM-D)
- LED lighting
- Construction of powder coated steel
- Wooden casing
- Side and front glasses: double with serigraphy (golden, silver or black)
- Finishes: golden, silver or black
- 3 rows of highlighted shelves: glass (CM-R, CM-H) or stainless steel (CM-D)
- Yellow lighting
- Sliding, double glass rear doors.
- Forced cooling.
- Temp. range for CM-R: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Temp. range for CM-H: +40 ÷ +90°C
- Dry non refrigerated CM-D: (room temperature).
- Automatic water evaporation
- Hygrostat (humidity reduction)
**BAKERY / PASTRY DISPLAY CASES**

**DC-WRP**

**NEW DESIGN – DOUBLE GLASS**

- Construction of powder coated steel
- LED Lighting
- Wooden casing
- Side and front glasses: double with black serigraphy
- Finishes: golden, silver or black
- 3 rows of highlighted glass shelves
- Yellow lighting
- Sliding, double glass rear doors
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range 0 ÷ +4°C
- Automatic water evaporation
- Hygrostat (humidity reduction)

**MG-RP**

**STRAIGHT LIFT UP GLASS**

- Construction of stainless steel
- LED Lighting
- Wooden casing
- Front, side and top glasses: single, with serigraphy (silver or black)
- Lift up system of front glass
- 3 rows of highlighted, adjustable, glass shelves
- Yellow lighting
- Bottom decks on tray slides
- Sliding, double glass rear doors
- Wheels
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Automatic water evaporation
- Hygrostat (humidity reduction)

CASH COUNTER AVAILABLE
BAKERY / PASTRY DISPLAY CASES

VN-RP

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- 3 versions: refrigerated (VN-R), Hot (VN-H), Dry (VN-D)
- Construction and casing of stainless steel
- LED lighting
- Side glasses: double with silver serigraphy
- Front glass in closed (Z) version: double with silver serigraphy
- 3 rows of highlighted, adjustable shelves: glass (VN-R, VN-D) or stainless steel (VN-H)
- Yellow lighting
- Perforated, stainless steel back panel in self-service (O) version
- Sliding, double glass rear doors (except VN 60 - hinged glass doors)
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range for VN-R: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Temp. range for VN-O: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Temp. range for VN-H: +40 ÷ +90°C
- Automatic water evaporation

RF-WRP

MODERN AND TRENDY DESIGN – LARGE EXPOSURE AREA

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- 3 versions: Refrigerated (RF-R), Hot (RF-H), Dry (RF-D)
- LED lighting
- Construction of powder coated steel
- Wooden casing
- Side and front glasses: double with serigraphy (golden, silver or black)
- Finishes: golden, silver or black
- 3 rows of highlighted shelves: glass (RF-R, RF-D) or stainless steel (RF-H)
- Sliding, double glass rear doors (except RF 60 - hinged glass doors)
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range for CH: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Temp. range for GR: +40 ÷ +90°C
- Dry non refrigerated RF-D: (room temperature)
- Automatic water evaporation
- Hygrostat (humidity reduction)
BAKERY / PASTRY DISPLAY CASES

BLS-WRP

VERTICAL PASTRY DISPLAY CASE
WOODEN FINISH - AVAILABLE IN SHELVES OR ROTATING SHELVES

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of powder coated steel
- LED lighting
- Wooden casing
- 4 rows of glass shelves
- Vertical lighting
- Stainless steel chamber
- Hinged doors
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Automatic water evaporation

www.frosttechrefrigeration.com
GELATO ICE-CREAM DISPLAY CASES

MG-GF
STRAIGHT LIFT UP GLASS

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of stainless steel
- LED Lighting
- MDF front panel and sides
- Front and side glasses with heaters
- Side and front glasses with silver or black serigraphy
- Lift up system of front glass (in corner hinged front glasses)
- Granite worktop
- Night blind (in corner Plexiglas shutters)
- White lighting
- Wheels
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: –12 ÷ –24°C
- Automatic defrosting
- Automatic water evaporation

DC-GF
NEW DESIGN – DOUBLE GLASS
GELATO ICE – CREAM DISPLAY FREEZER.

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of powder-coated steel
- LED lighting
- MDF front panel and top worktop
- Front glasses with black serigraphy
- Stainless steel worktop
- Night blind
- White lighting
- Wheels
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: –12 ÷ –24°C
- Automatic defrosting
- Automatic water evaporation

WOOD FINISH AVAILABLE
DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of powder-coated steel
- LED Lighting
- MDF front panel and sides
- Front and side glasses with heaters
- Side and front glasses with silver serigraphy
- Silver finishes
- Stainless steel worktop
- Night blind
- White lighting
- Wheels
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: –12 ÷ –24°C
- Automatic defrosting
- Automatic water evaporation

BS-GF CURVED LIFT UP GLASS

TF-IGF CURVED GLASS – GRAVITY COIL

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of powder-coated steel
- Front made of powder-coated steel
- MDF sides
- Side and front glasses with silver serigraphy
- Stainless steel worktop
- Plexiglas night curtain
- White LED lighting
- Space for additional ice-cream containers (under exposition)
- Wheels
- Gravity cooling
- Temp. range: –12 ÷ –24°C
- Automatic defrosting
- Automatic water evaporation
GELATO ICE-CREAM DISPLAY CASES

CR-GF
GELATO ICE CREAM DISPLAY FREEZER

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT
- Construction of powder-coated steel
- LED lighting
- Front panel made of powder-coated steel - highlighted (blue lighting for RAL 9006, white lighting for rest colors)
- MDF sides
- Side glasses with heaters
- Stainless steel worktop
- Plexiglas night curtain
- White lighting
- Ice-cream containers
- Wheels
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range*: –12 ÷ –24°C
- Automatic defrosting
- Automatic water evaporation

ST-GF
GELATO ICE CREAM DISPLAY FREEZER

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT
- Construction of powder-coated steel
- LED lighting
- MDF front panel and sides
- Side glasses with heaters
- Silver finishes
- Stainless steel worktop
- Night blind
- White lighting
- Wheels
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: –12 ÷ –24°C
- Automatic defrosting
- Automatic water evaporation
MEAT / DELI DISPLAY

HW-RD

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- 2 versions: with gravity (G) or forced (F) cooling
- LED Market lighting
- Construction of powder-coated steel
- ABS sides
- Front made of powder-coated steel
- Chrome bumper
- Stainless steel worktop
- Stainless steel storage chamber (except corners)
- Heater under evaporator (except corners)
- Heated Aluminum glass profile
- Socket
- Temp. range for version with forced cooling (F): 0 ÷ +4 °C
- Temp. range for version with gravity cooling (G): 0 ÷ +4 °C

HWM-RD

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Double gravity coil
- LED Market lighting
- Double front and side glass
- Construction of powder-coated steel
- ABS sides
- Front made of powder-coated steel
- Chrome bumper
- Stainless steel worktop
- Stainless steel storage chamber
- Heater under evaporator
- Heated Aluminum glass profile
- Temp. range*: 0 ÷ +4 °C

DOUBLE GRAVITY COIL AVAILABLE
**MEAT / DELI DISPLAY**

**MD-RD**

CURVED LIFT UP GLASS OR STRAIGHT GLASS REFRIGERATED DISPLAY
DELI / MEAT / CHEESE / SALAD

**DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT**

- 2 versions: with gravity (G) or forced (F) cooling
- LED tubes, pink lighting
- 2 depths of Modena G: 35 1/2” & 43 1/2” inches
- Construction of powder-coated steel
- ABS sides
- Front made of powder-coated steel with gray bumper
- Decorative strip on base
- Stainless steel worktop
- Stainless steel storage chamber (except corners)
- Heater under evaporator (except corners)
- Heated Aluminum glass profile
- Socket
- Temp. range for version with forced cooling (F): 0 ÷ +4 °C
- Temp. range for version with gravity cooling (G): 0 ÷ +4 °C

**MDN-RD**

CURVED OR STRAIGHT GLASS REFRIGERATED DISPLAY - 35” DEPTH
DELI / MEAT / CHEESE / SALAD

**DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT**

- 2 versions: with gravity (G) or forced (F) cooling
- LED tubes, pink lighting
- 2 depths of Modena G: 35 1/2” & 43 1/2” inches
- Construction of powder-coated steel
- ABS sides
- Front made of powder-coated steel with GRAY bumper
- Decorative strip on base
- Stainless steel worktop
- Stainless steel storage chamber (except corners)
- Heater under evaporator (except corners)
- Heated Aluminum glass profile
- Socket
- Temp. range for version with forced cooling (F): 0 ÷ +4 °C
- Temp. range for version with gravity cooling (G): 0 ÷ +4 °C
MEAT / DELI DISPLAY

MDS-RD

STRAIGHT GLASS, REFRIGERATED
MEAT / DELI / SALAD / CHEESE

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Hinged front straight glass
- LED lighting
- ABS sides
- Grey bumper
- Stainless steel storage chamber
- Stainless steel worktop
- Forced (F) or gravity (G) cooling
- Temperature range: 0 ÷ +4°C (forced cooling) / 0 ÷ +4°C (gravity cooling)
REFRIGERATED RACKS

RG-ROM

MERCHANDISER REFRIGERATED RACKS – AVAILABLE WITH DOORS

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of powder-coated steel
- LED lighting
- Double glass sides with serigraphy
- 5 rows of adjustable shelves
- Top lighting
- Night blind
- Price strips
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Automatic defrosting
- Automatic water evaporation

REFRIGERATED RACKS

MR-ROM

OPEN MERCHANDISER REFRIGERATED RACKS

DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of powder-coated steel
- LED lighting
- ABS sides with glass
- Grey bumper
- 4 (MR) or 5 (MMR) rows of adjustable shelves
- Top lighting
- Light plafond
- White lighting
- Night blind
- Price strips
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Automatic defrosting
REFRIGERATED RACKS

VR – ROM

OPEN MERCHANDISER REFRIGERATED RACKS

| Construction of powder-coated steel |
| LED lighting                           |
| Sides of powder-coated steel or with glass |
| 5 rows of adjustable shelves           |
| Top and vertical lighting              |
| Night blind                            |
| Price strips                           |
| Forced cooling                         |
| Temp. range: 0 ÷ +4°C                  |
| Automatic defrosting                   |
| Automatic water evaporation            |

VRM – ROM

MINI OPEN MERCHANDISER – 24 ½” DEPTH

| Construction of powder-coated steel |
| LED lighting                           |
| Sides of powder-coated steel or with glass |
| 5 rows of adjustable shelves           |
| Top and vertical lighting              |
| Night blind                            |
| Price strips                           |
| Forced cooling                         |
| Temp. range: 0 ÷ +4°C                  |
| Automatic defrosting                   |
| Automatic water evaporation            |
**REFRIGERATED RACKS**

**PR-ROM & PRP-ROM**

OPEN MERCHANDISER REFRIGERATED RACK

- **DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT**
  - 4 depths: 26”, 30”, 34” & 42”
  - 2 heights: 78” & 88”
  - LED lighting
  - Internal corner
  - Construction of powder-coated steel
  - Sides of powder-coated steel or with glass
  - Grey bumper
  - 5 (PR) or 6 (PRP) rows of adjustable shelves
  - Top lighting
  - White lighting
  - Night blind

- Price strips
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range*: 0 ÷ +4 °C
- Automatic defrosting
- Without automatic water evaporation (designed for sewage system)
- For external condensing unit
- Expansion valve

**EL-ROM**

MINI OPEN MERCHANDISER - 24 ½” DEPTH

- **DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT**
  - Construction of powder-coated steel
  - LED lighting
  - Glass sides
  - GRAY bumper
  - 4 rows of adjustable shelves
  - Top lighting
  - Night blind
  - Price strips
  - Forced cooling
  - Temp. range: 0 ÷ +4°C
  - Automatic defrosting

- For external condensing unit
- Expansion valve
DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD UNIT

- Construction of powder-coated steel
- LED lighting
- ABS sides with glass
- Grey bumper
- 3 rows of adjustable shelves, highlighted
- Top lighting
- White lighting
- Price strips
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range*: 0 ÷ +4°C
- Automatic defrosting

FREEZER DISPLAY

PC-ROM
OPEN MERCHANDISER REFRIGERATED RACK

- 2 Depths: 32”, 36”
- LED lighting
- Construction of powder-coated steel
- Sides of powder-coated steel
- Grey bumper
- 5 rows of adjustable, perforated shelves
- Low temperature e-doors, hinged
- Vertical lighting
- White lighting
- Price strips
- Forced cooling
- Temp. range: -18 ÷ -22 °C
- Automatic defrosting
- For external condensing unit
- Expansion valve

OS-FD
GLASS DOORS FREEZER / REFRIGERATOR DISPLAY (REMOTE)